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We develop powerful and general techniques to mechanically verify realistic programs that manipulate heap-represented graphs. These graphs can exhibit well-known organization principles, such as being a directed acyclic graph or a disjoint-forest; alternatively, these graphs can be totally unstructured. The common thread for such structures is that they exhibit deep intrinsic sharing and can be expressed using the language of graph theory. We construct a modular and general setup for reasoning about abstract mathematical graphs and use separation logic to define how such abstract graphs are represented concretely in the heap. We develop a localize rule that enables modular reasoning about such programs, and show how this rule can support existential quantifiers in postconditions and smoothly handle modified program variables. We demonstrate the generality and power of our techniques by integrating them into the Verified Software Toolchain and certifying the correctness of seven graph-manipulating programs written in CompCert C, including a 400-line generational garbage collector for the CertiCoq project. While doing so, we identify two places where the semantics of C is too weak to define generational garbage collectors of the sort used in the OCaml runtime. Our proofs are entirely machine-checked in Coq.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last fifteen years, separation logic has facilitated great strides in verifying programs that manipulate tree-shaped data structures. [Appel et al. 2014; Bengtson et al. 2012; Berdine et al. 2005; Chin et al. 2010; Chlipala 2011; Jacobs et al. 2011]. Unfortunately, programs that manipulate graph-shaped data structures (i.e. structures with intrinsic sharing) have proved harder to verify. Indeed, such programs were formidable enough that many of the early landmark results in separation logic devoted substantial effort to verifying single examples such as Schorr-Waite [Yang 2001] or union-find [Krishnaswami 2011] with pen and paper. More recent landmarks have moved to a machine-checked context, but have still been devoted to either single examples or to classes of...
closely-related examples such as garbage collectors [Ericsson et al. 2017; McCreight et al. 2010]. These kinds of examples tend to require a large number of custom predicates and subtle reasoning, which generally does not carry over to the verification of other graph-manipulating programs.

In contrast, we present a toolkit for verifying graph-manipulating programs in a machine-checked context. Our techniques are general in that they handle a diverse range of programs, and modular in that they encourage code reuse (e.g. facts about reachability) and separation of concerns (e.g. between abstract mathematical graphs and concrete representations in the heap). Our techniques are powerful enough to reason about real C code as compiled by CompCert [Leroy 2006], and also lightweight enough to integrate into the Verified Software Toolchain (VST) [Appel et al. 2014] without major reengineering. CompCert and VST are distributed via opam and the CoqIDE installer, so they have a sizable userbase that can take advantage of our techniques. Finally, our techniques scale well beyond short toy programs: we certify the correctness of a generational garbage collector for the CertiCoq project [Anand et al. 2017] (~ 400 rather devilish lines of C).

We proceed in three steps. First, we develop a mathematical graph library that is general enough to reason about a wide variety of algorithms and expressive enough to describe the behavior of these algorithms in real machines. We modularize this library carefully so that common ideas—e.g. subgraphs, reachability, and isomorphism—can be efficiently reused in different algorithms. Second, we use separation logic to express how these abstract graphs are actualized in the heap as concrete graphs in a way that facilitates the reuse of key definitions and theorems across algorithms. Third, we develop a notion of localization blocks that enables modular reasoning in our Hoare proofs, even in the presence of the implicit sharing intrinsic to graphs, by using our LOCALIZE rule:

\[
\text{LOCALIZE}
\frac{G_1 \vdash L_1 \ast R}{\forall x. (L_2 \longrightarrow G_2)} \quad \text{FreeVar}(R) \cap \text{ModVar}(c) = \emptyset
\]

LOCALIZE connects the “local” effect of a command \(c\), i.e. transforming \(L_1\) to \(L_2\), with its “global” effect, i.e. from \(G_1\) to \(G_2\). LOCALIZE is a more general version of the well-known FRAME rule, which does the same task in the simpler case when \(G_1 = L_1 \ast F\) for some frame \(F\) that is untouched by \(c\). LOCALIZE can handle the more general transformation if we can find a ramification frame \(F\) that satisfies a pair of delicately-stated entailments\(^1\) and the side condition on modified local program variables. LOCALIZE upgrades the RAMIFY rule [Hobor and Villard 2013] in two key ways: support for existential quantifiers in postconditions and smoother treatment of modified program variables.

Our contributions are organized as follows:

\section{We use the classic “union-find” disjoint set algorithm to show how our three key ingredients—mathematical graphs, spatial graphs, and localization blocks—come together to verify graph-manipulating algorithms. To the best of our knowledge this is the first machine-checked verification of this algorithm that starts with real C code. We briefly review the seven programs we have verified to give a sense of the breadth of algorithms our system can tackle.}

\section{We show that LOCALIZE and FRAME are co-derivable. We illustrate a delicate technique to properly handle modified local variables. We show a mark-graph program that explores a graph in a fold/unfold style, and discuss the utility of linked existentials in postconditions.}

\section{We develop a general and modular framework of mathematical graphs powerful enough to support realistic verification in a mechanized context. We give a sampling of key definitions.}

\section{We suggest that the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint [Tarski 1955] cannot define a usable separation logic graph predicate. We propose a better definition for general spatial graphs that still}

\footnotetext{1}{Readers less familiar with the separating implication \(P \dashv\vdash Q\), also known as magic wand, can refer to its semantics in Figure 8 (page 13), which also models the other separation logic operators we use in this paper. The key proof rule for magic wand is its adjointness with the separating conjunction: \((P \dashv\vdash Q) \vdash (P \vdash Q \rightarrow R) \iff (P \vdash Q \rightarrow R)\).}
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All of our results are machine checked in Coq and are available as an artifact online. An extended version of this paper featuring three appendices is also available online [Wang et al. 2019].

2 TOUR OF A VERIFIED EXAMPLE

Before jumping into an involved discussion of our three-part recipe, we first (§2.1) build intuition by showing how they are applied to verify the union-find algorithm. We then (§2.2) explain our new localization blocks. Finally (§2.3), we briefly discuss the other examples we have verified.

2.1 Localizations Yield a Tidy Union-Find

As an initial demonstration of our techniques, we show the decorated code of the find function from the classic disjoint-set data structure [Cormen et al. 2009] in Figure 1. The function returns the root (ultimate parent) of a Node x. A node is a root whose parent pointer points to itself (line 11). Other than such self-loops at roots, the structure is acyclic. For good amortised performance, find performs path compression (line 16). While find may appear straightforward—the code is short, and a Node
only has one outgoing pointer—the disjoint-set data structure is tricky to reason about because of the subtle nature of path compression and the implicit sharing inherent in parent-pointers. Indeed, the first pen-and-paper verification in separation logic required 20 pages [Krishnaswami 2011].

We use the following conventions in our invariants. Pure predicates are written in italic. We write \( y \) to mean a “mathematical” (or “pure”) graph: roughly, a set of labeled vertices \( V(y) \) and edges \( E(y) \). When \( v \in V(y) \), we write \( y(v) = (r, pa) \) to state that vertex \( v \) has label \( r \) and parent vertex \( pa \) (\( r \) stores the “rank” of a node; it is ignored in \( \text{find} \)). We detail mathematical graphs in §4.

Spatial predicates are written in sans-serif. Each node \( v \in V(y) \) is represented in the heap by \( v \mapsto y(v) \), where we employ the usual pen-and-paper shorthand of writing e.g. \( v \mapsto r, pa \) to mean \( (v \mapsto r) \ast ((v + \text{sizeof(\text{unsigned int}))) \mapsto pa) \) in the character-addressed C memory model. The whole graph (disjoint-set forest) is represented by \( \text{uf}_\text{graph}(y) \), essentially the iterated separating conjunction of the representations of each vertex \( v \in V(y) \). We detail spatial graphs in §5.

The invariants at each program point are natural despite only minor tidying from our machine-checked proof. We also enjoy good separation between the spatial predicates and pure predicates. All of this is despite verifying real C code, which entails quite a number of grungy details. As one example, we will shortly examine some grunginess that occurs in the verification of line 11.

The precondition, stated on line 3, says that we have a disjoint-set forest representing the abstract graph \( y \), and that \( x \) is a valid vertex in \( y \). The postcondition is on line 20: the heap contains a new union-find graph \( y'\prime \), and \( \text{find} \) returns the node \( rt \). We specify that \( rt \) is the root (ultimate parent) of \( x \) with the mathematical relation \( uf\_root \). The mathematical relation \( \text{findS} \), which conservatively approximates the action of path compression, relates the final graph \( y'\prime \) to the original graph \( y \). The formal definitions for the concepts used in \( uf\_root \) and \( \text{findS} \) will be given in §4, but briefly: \( x \sim^* y \) expresses that \( y \) is reachable from \( x \) in \( y \), \( y \setminus S \) expresses the result of removing the vertices in set \( S \) from graph \( y \), and \( y_1 \equiv y_2 \) expresses that the two graphs are structurally equivalent.

Most of the verification is straightforward. For readability, we mark line-by-line changes in the invariants in red. Each line of code (8, 11, 13, 16, and 19) is bracketed with invariants leading to relatively easy proofs of the command (ignoring the symbols \( \triangle, \dagger(i) \), and \( \checkmark \) until §2.2).

In addition to improving human comprehensibility, this also aids mechanical comprehensibility: straightforward invariants help the underlying verification engine (VST, in our case) handle many grungy details for us either automatically or with a little human guidance via suitable lemmas.

The pointer comparison in line 11 is an example of where such lemmas are necessary. Formally, pointer (in-)equality comparison in C is only defined under somewhat delicate circumstances\(^2\). VST could prove the definedness of the pointer comparison automatically if we knew \((x \mapsto _) \ast (p \mapsto _) \ast \top \), but unfortunately this does not follow from line 9 since, when \( x \) is a root, self-loop gives us \( x = p \) and \( x \mapsto _\ast x \mapsto _\ast \bot \bot \). Accordingly, we must prove a simple lemma that states that when \( \text{uf}_\text{graph}(y) \land x \in V(y) \land p \in V(y) \), the pointer comparison is defined in C.

\[2\] Executive summary: it is a mess. Full story: whenever (1) \( x \) and \( p \) are both null; or when (2) one of them is null and the other has offset between 0 and the size of the memory block into which it is pointing; or when (3) \( x \) and \( p \) are from the same memory block, then both of their offsets are between 0 and the size of that block; or when (4) \( x \) and \( p \) are not in the same memory block and both have offsets between 0 and the size of their respective memory blocks minus one.

2.2 Localization Blocks

It is time to explain the non-obvious jumps in reasoning bracketed by the symbols \( \triangle, \dagger(i) \), and \( \checkmark \) (lines 6–10 and 14–18). We call such bracketed sets of lines “localization blocks”, and the \( \triangle, \dagger \) and \( \checkmark \) symbols formally indicate an application of the \textsc{Localize} rule (Equation 1 from page 2). As explained above, the verification of the command itself is entirely straightforward given its immediate neighbors (lines 7–9 and 15–17). What is not so straightforward is how e.g. line 6 leads to line 7 or how line 9 leads to line 10. To give intuition, a localization block allows us to zoom in from a larger
“global” context to a smaller “local” one, and, after verifying some commands locally and arriving at a local postcondition, to zoom back out to the global context.

Recall that LOCALIZE connects some “global” pre- and postconditions \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) with some “local” pre- and postconditions \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) using a ramification frame \(R\). The lines adjacent to the \(\land\) and \(\lor\) symbols specify \(G_1\) (e.g. line 6), \(L_1\) (line 7), \(L_2\) (line 9), and \(G_2\) (line 10). Note that the LOCALIZE rule expects quantifiers in the postconditions \(L_2\) and \(G_2\), but lines 9–10 do not have any. We can overcome this mismatch since \(\forall P. (P \iff \exists x : unit.P)\) for any \(x\) not free in \(P\).

We must now pick a ramification frame \(R\) that satisfies the entailments \(G_1 \vdash L_1 \ast R\) and (again eliding the quantifier) \(R \vdash L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2\). This is delicate. To give intuition, it is almost enough to choose \(R \triangleq L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2\), which makes the second entailment trivial, and leaves us with three checks.

The first check is the ramification entailment, \(G_1 \vdash L_1 \ast (L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2)\), which asks whether replacing \(L_1\) with \(L_2\) inside \(G_1\) yields \(G_2\). This is a nontrivial proof obligation both because we must prove that \(L_1\) is located inside \(G_1\), and that “replacing” \(L_1\) with \(L_2\) yields \(G_2\). Henceforth, we refer to the ramification entailment of a localization block by using the symbol \(\xi\) to connect it to a relevant equation. Accordingly, \(\xi(2)\) refers to the ramification entailment associated with lines 6–10:

\[
graph(y) \land x \in V(y) \iff x \mapsto y(x) \ast (x \mapsto y(x) \rightarrow graph(y))
\]  
(2)

Here we have isolated the key spatial parts of the invariants on lines 6–10. Notice that this lemma is stated for any whole-graph predicate \(graph(y)\), and not merely for the special class of “union-find graphs” \(uf_{graph}(y)\) (that e.g. have only one outgoing edge per node). That is useful because we use the same lemma to prove similar goals in all of our examples. Indeed, this “unchanged vertex” ramification entailment is used whenever we need to read from a vertex in a graph. In §5 we describe other generic and reusable lemmas that prove other ramification entailments.

The second check is the Hoare proof of the local change from \(L_1\) to \(L_2\). Since lines 7 and 9 are straightforward—indeed, the point of LOCALIZE is to make them so—verifying line 8 is easy.

The third check is the side condition on the modified variables. Here we have an irritating problem: the free variables of \(R \triangleq L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2\) are not disjoint from the local variables modified by \(c\). Inspection of lines 8–10 shows that the program variable \(p\) is modified by \(c\), and \(is\) free in both \(L_2\) and \(G_2\). This issue is fundamental: the whole point of verifying a read is to know something about the value that has been read. Accordingly, our proof fails when we choose \(R \triangleq (L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2)\). We will address this problem head-on in §3.2, but for now let us content ourselves with knowing that other than this problem, LOCALIZE lets us verify lines 6–10.

The second localization block (lines 14–18) is both easier and harder than the first. It is easier because line 16 does not modify any local program variables, so the side condition is trivially satisfied. Moreover, although line 18 contains an existential, line 17 does not, and so there is no need to “link” the two associated witnesses. We will discuss this issue in more detail in §3.3, but for now it is enough to choose \(R \triangleq L_2 \rightsquigarrow G_2\) exactly as written in lines 17 (for \(L_2\)) and 18 (for \(G_2\)).

On the other hand, the second localization block is harder than the first because there is more going on spatially. \(\xi(3)\) expresses an update to a single node of our graph:

\[
x \in V(y') \Rightarrow y'' = [x \mapsto (r, rt)]y' 
graph(y') \iff x \mapsto y'(x) \ast (x \mapsto y''(x) \rightarrow graph(y''))
\]  
(3)

Here we abuse notation a little bit. The conclusion of the “rule” (actually, lemma) is exactly right and appropriately generic, so spatial ramification lemmas of the kind given in §5 can handle the dirty spatial work for us. However, the second premise uses a notation for “mathematical graph node update” that is customized for union-find graphs, since most graphs have more than a rank and single outgoing edge. More seriously, updating a mathematical graph cannot be done willy-nilly; it
is only defined when the properties that restrict the mathematical structure of $\gamma$ are preserved. For example, in the case of union-find graphs, the graph must be acyclic (other than at roots). In Coq, these properties are carried around via dependent types, as will be explained in §4.1.

The example-specific challenge in proving find is showing that this update can be done properly, i.e. from $x \in V(\gamma) \land \gamma(x) = (r, pa)$ and $x \neq pa \land \text{finds}(\gamma, pa, \gamma') \land \text{uf}_\text{root}(\gamma', pa, rt)$ we must prove

$$\exists \gamma''. \gamma'' = [x \to (r, rt)]\gamma' \land \text{uf}_\text{root}(\gamma'', x, rt) \land \text{finds}(\gamma, x, \gamma'')$$

This says: after compressing your parent and finding its root, compress yourself by rerouting your own parent pointer to your (soon-to-be former) parent’s root. The existential in the goal is nontrivial exactly because the update $[x \to (r, rt)]\gamma'$ is not always kosher. This lemma requires some effort to prove, but is completely isolated from the grungy details of C. With the second localization block complete, the remainder of the verification is straightforward.

### 2.3 Our Seven Verified Examples

In addition to find shown above, we prove union in the same style, thus completing the verification of union-find for malloc-allocated nodes. We also verify a second version of union-find that uses arrays rather than nodes. The two programs look different spatially, but use exactly the same abstract mathematical definitions, e.g. for finds. This suggests that we have separated the abstract algorithmic reasoning from the specific details of heap representation, as we will explain in §7.

We discuss our verification of a graph marking algorithm in §3. We also verify a version of mark for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), which is both easier and harder than marking cyclic graphs: we get genuine separation between the root and its children, but we also need to maintain acyclicity if we modify the link structure. We verify copy, a deep structure-preserving graph copying algorithm, which is tricky because we must initially reason about a “copy” that is under construction, but eventually show isomorphism with the original. As an example of more aggressive modifications to the link structure of a graph, we verify spanning, which prunes a graph into its spanning tree.

We elide discussions about spanning, DAG mark, and copy in the interest of space, but the verification code is in our artifact. Our flagship example, the CertiCoq garbage collector, is in §6.

### 3 LINKING EXISTENTIALS IN LOCALIZATIONS

In this section we first (§3.1) ensure our feet are solidly planted by proving why LOCALIZE is sound, and indeed equivalent to FRAME. Second (§3.2), we address the bug from §2.2 and show that LOCALIZE is indeed strong enough to robustly handle modified local program variables. Third (§3.3), we showcase two additional features of our framework, linked existentials and a fold/unfold style for spatial graphs, by covering the verification of a program that marks a cyclic graph.

#### 3.1 Soundness of LOCALIZE

In Figure 2 we put proof sketches that show that LOCALIZE and FRAME are equivalent. They require a little care with quantifiers, but are in essence straightforward. In the latter proof set $R \triangleq F$, choose $x_f$ fresh, and range the quantifiers over the unit type. Notice that in both directions the restriction on modified program variables is satisfied: in the first proof, LOCALIZE’s side condition that $\text{FreeVar}(R) \cap \text{ModVar}(c) = \emptyset$ is exactly what FRAME needs; in the second, FRAME’s side condition that $\text{FreeVar}(F) \cap \text{ModVar}(c) = \emptyset$ is exactly what LOCALIZE needs (since $R \triangleq F$). The equivalence between FRAME and LOCALIZE means that our techniques will be sound in any separation logic.

**Note on Notation.** Localization blocks can safely nest. When the ramification entailment is not noteworthy we can omit the $\triangleq(i)$ reference in pen-and-paper proofs. When we wish to save vertical space we write $\{G_1\} \setminus \{L_1\}$ and $\{G_2\} \setminus \{L_2\}$. Since LOCALIZE can derive FRAME, our notation also clarifies pen-and-paper uses of FRAME, especially in multi-line contexts with nontrivial frame $F$. 

we need is an elegant little dance, and as with most dances, one should lead by example. Consider using

\[ \text{TAUTO} \]

\[
\text{CUT (†)} \]

\[ \text{CONS} \]

(†) \( R \vdash \forall x. (L_2 \rightarrow G_2) \) is a premise of LOCALIZE

\[ \frac{P \vdash Q \quad Q \vdash \exists x. Q}{P \vdash \exists x. Q} \]

\[ \frac{F \vdash \forall x. (Q \rightarrow (Q + F))}{\exists x. (Q + F) \vdash Q + F} \]

\[ \frac{L_1 \vdash \exists x. \left( (\exists x_2. L_2) \rightarrow (\forall x. (L_2 \rightarrow G_2)) \right)}{G_1 \vdash \exists x. G_2} \]

\[ \text{FRAME} \]

\[ \text{CONS} \]

\[ \text{LOCALIZE} \]

\[ \text{CONS} \]

**Fig. 2. Proving LOCALIZE from FRAME, and conversely FRAME from LOCALIZE**

### 3.2 Smoothly Handling Modified Program Variables

Consider using LOCALIZE to verify the program below.

1. \( \{x = 5 \land A\} \vdash \{x = 5 \land B\} \)
2. \( \ldots; x = x + 1; \ldots; \)
3. \( \{x = 6 \land D\} \vdash \{x = 6 \land C\} \)

Suppose that other (elided) lines of the program make localization desirable, even though it is overkill for a single assignment. The key issue is that if one sets \( R \vdash L_2 \rightarrow G_2 \) as we tried to do in §2.2, the program variable \( x \) appears in all four positions in the ramification entailment

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdash (x = 5 \land A)
\end{array}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdash (x = 5 \land B)
\end{array}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdash (x = 6 \land C)
\end{array}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdash (x = 6 \land D)
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

For the sake of simplicity, assume that in the above snippet only \( x \) is modified and that \( x \) does not appear free in \( A, B, C \) or \( D \). Let us further assume that, modulo the local variable issue we are trying to solve, the entailment holds. In other words, let us assume that \( A \vdash B \rightarrow (C \rightarrow D) \).

Turning to the local variable issue itself, in §2.2 we observed that \( L_2 \rightarrow G_2 \) does not ignore the modified program variable \( x \), preventing us from meeting LOCALIZE’s side condition\(^3\). Intuitively, the side condition on LOCALIZE is a bit too strong since it prevents us from mentioning variables in the postconditions that have been modified by code \( c \). As in other cases when life gets tough, what we need is an elegant little dance, and as with most dances, one should lead by example.

First, define \( \hat{L}_2(x_f) \equiv (x_f = 6 \land C) \) and \( \hat{G}_2(x_f) \equiv (x_f = 6 \land D) \), i.e. replace the troublesome program variable \( x \) in \( L_2 \) and \( G_2 \) with a harmless fresh metavariable \( x_f \). Next, notice that with a carefully chosen existential quantifier, we can express the original \( L_2 \) with the new \( \hat{L}_2 \) while keeping the troublesome program variable \( x \) isolated. The new decorated program is below.

1. \( \{x = 5 \land A\} \vdash \{x = 5 \land B\} \)
2. \( \ldots; x = x + 1; \ldots; \)
3. \( \{x = 6 \land C\} \)
4. \( \{x = x \land (x = 6 \land C)\} \)
5. \( \{x = x \land (x = 6 \land D)\} \)
6. \( \{x = 6 \land D\} \)

\(^3\)There is another problem: in the standard model for local variable treatment in separation logic, the separating implication is vacuously true since \( x \) cannot simultaneously be both 5 and 6. But since two fatal problems are overkill, let us move on.
Notice that lines 4 and 5 are exactly in the form \( \exists x_f. \hat{L}_2(x_f) \) and \( \exists x_f. \hat{G}_2(x_f) \), i.e. exactly in the format permitted by LOCALIZE, where \( \hat{L}_2(x_f) = (x_f = x) \land \hat{L}_2(x_f) \), i.e. \( (x_f = x) \land (x_f = 6 \land C) \). \( \hat{G}_2(x_f) \) is similar. Now apply LOCALIZE with \( R = \forall x_f. \hat{G}_2(x_f) \rightarrow \tilde{G}_2(x_f) \), i.e. \( \forall x_f. (x_f = 6 \land C) \rightarrow (x_f = 6 \land D) \). By construction, \( R \) is free from all program variables modified by \( c \), so LOCALIZE’s side condition is satisfied. All that remains is to prove LOCALIZE’s two entailments. Let us consider them in reverse order. The second one is \( R \leftarrow \forall x_f. (\hat{L}_2(x_f) \rightarrow \tilde{G}_2(x_f)) \), i.e.

\[
\forall x_f. (\hat{L}_2(x_f) \rightarrow \tilde{G}_2(x_f)) \rightarrow \forall x_f. ((x = x_f) \land \hat{L}_2(x_f)) \rightarrow ((x = x_f) \land \tilde{G}_2(x_f))
\]

This is a long-winded tautology, and is automatic in a tool. The first entailment is \( G_1 \leftarrow L_1 \rightarrow R \), i.e.

\[
(x = 5 \land A) \leftarrow (x = 5 \land B) \land (\forall x_f. (x_f = 6 \land C) \rightarrow (x_f = 6 \land D))
\]

This can be broken into the “variable-related” part \( x = 5 \leftarrow (x = 5) \land (\forall x_f. (x_f = 6 \rightarrow x_f = 6)) \), which is also a tautology, and the “spatial” part \( A \leftarrow B \land (C \rightarrow D) \), which is true by assumption above.

With careful engineering, this modified-variable dance can be done fully automatically, in a way that is hidden from end-users. The only remaining proof goal is the spatial part, which captures the key action of the localization block. In practice, we solve these via generic lemmas from §5.

**Discussion.** The delicacy and detail in the dance above may seem to be making mountains out of molehills, since a careful treatment of modified program variables is hardly a sexy topic. Indeed, in pen-and-paper systems they are molehills, with any number of workarounds including: making local program transformations to introduce fresh variables and arguing for program equivalence, using variables-as-resource [Bornat et al. 2006], or even just sweeping the issue under the rug.

These solutions are not viable when using existing toolsets in a mechanized context. Either we must reinvent a very large wheel—combined, VST and CompCert are about 840k LOC—or we must dance within their constraints. VST does not use variables as resource, nor does it have modules to reason about program equivalence. Moreover, most other mechanized verification systems [Beckert et al. 2007; Bengtson et al. 2012; Chin et al. 2010; Distefano and Parkinson 2008] do not support these solutions either. Because we respect these design decisions, our solutions can be incorporated more easily: in §7 we will see that our additions to VST are less than 1% of its codebase.

### 3.3 Linked Existentials

We have already seen that allowing existentials in postconditions lets us handle modified program variables properly. However, these “linked existentials”—recall that our previous technique hinged on the fact that the existential witness to the variable \( x_f \) in the local precondition \( L_2 \) was carried over to the corresponding existential witness in the global postcondition—have other uses as well. To illustrate them, and to demonstrate other aspects of our system, in particular our ability to explore a graph recursively via fold/unfold, we consider another example.

In Figure 3 we put the code and proof sketch of the classic mark algorithm that visits and colors every reachable node in a heap-represented graph. The mark example contrasts from find in several respects. First, it modifies the labels of nodes instead of the edges. Second, each node has two outgoing edges rather than one, so the graph can have a more complex shape. Third, the graph can be nontrivially cyclic. Fourth, the specification we certify (lines 3 and 29) is local rather than global:

\[
\{ m\text{-graph}(x, y) \} \xrightarrow{\text{mark}(x)} \{ y'. m\text{-graph}(x, y') \land \text{mark}(y, x, y') \}
\]

The specification is again stated with mathematical \( y \), although \( y(x) \) now maps to triples \((m, l, r)\) where \( m \) is a “mark” bit \((0 \text{ or } 1)\) and \( \{l, r\} \subseteq V(y) \cup \{null\} \) are the neighbors of \( x \). By “local”, we mean that the predicate \( m\text{-graph}(x, y) \) says that the heap represents only the nodes in \( y \) that are
struct Node { int _Alignas(16) m;
struct Node * _Alignas(8) l, * r;
}

void mark(struct Node * x) {
    {m_graph(x, y)}
    struct Node * l = x -> l; r = x -> r; x -> m = 1;

    if (x == 0) return;

    {m_graph(x, y) ∧ l, r, y(x) = (m, l, r)}

    ∃ x = m, − l, r ∧ m = root_mark;

    {m_graph(x, y) ∧ y(x) = (m, l, r)}

    if (root_mark == 1) return;

    {m_graph(x, y) ∧ y(x) = (0, l, r)}

    1 = x ¬→ 1; r = x ⊆ r; x → m = 1;

    m_graph(x, y)}elseif (x = 0 ∧ emp)∨

    ∃ l, r, y(x) = (m, l, r) ∧ x mod 16 = 0 ∧
    x = m, − l, r ⇔ m_graph(l, y)∨m_graph(r, y)

    mark(y, x, y′)∆≡ ∀ y′. y′(v) =

    (1, l, r) when x = v ∧
    y′(v) = (0, l, r)

    otherwise

    v_1 ◁_0 v_2 ≐ ∃ l, r, y(v_1) = (0, l, r) ∧ v_2 ∈ {l, r}

    v_1 ◁_0 v_2 ≐ reflexive, transitive closure of “ ◁_0 ”

    mark(y, x, y′) ≐ ∀ v, y′(v) =

    (1, l, r) when x ◁_0 v ∧
    y′(v) = (− l, r)

    otherwise

Fig. 3. Clight code and proof sketch for bigraph mark

reachable from x. Rather than passing the entire graph around as find does, mark uses the fold/unfold relationship given in (4) to “unfold” the graph as if it were an inductive predicate.

This fold/unfold relationship deserves attention. Note the use of the “overlapping conjunction” ∨ of separation logic; informally P ∨ Q means that P and Q may overlap in the heap (e.g., nodes in the left subgraph can also be in the right subgraph or even be the root x). The unspecified sharing indicated by the ∨ connective⁴ is part of why graph-manipulating algorithms are so hard to verify (e.g., it is hard to apply the FRAME rule). Second, (4) shows how industrial-strength settings complicate verification. Lines 1–2 define the data type Node used by mark. The _Alignas(n) directives tell CompCert to align fields on n-byte boundaries. As explained in §5.3, this alignment is necessary in C-like memory models to prove fold-unfold, which is why (4) includes an alignment restriction x mod 16 = 0 and an existentially-quantified “blank” second field for the root x → m, − l, r. In our proofs, the alignment restriction and blank second field are neatly hidden behind the scenes.

Just as with find, the postcondition of mark is specified relationally, i.e. {∃ y'. m_graph(x, y') ∧ mark(y, x, y')} instead of functionally, i.e. {m_graph(x, mark(y, x))}. In the first case mark is a relation that specifies that y' is the result of correctly marking y from x, whereas in the second mark is a function that computes a new graph, which is the result of marking y from x. A relational approach is better for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, relations are preferable because they are more general. For example, relations allow “inputs” to have no “outputs” (i.e. be partial) or alternatively have many outputs (i.e. be nondeterministic). Nondeterminism can be quite

⁴The standard semantics of the separation logic connectives used in this paper are in Figure 8 on page 13.
useful when specifying programs; for example, the CertiCoq garbage collector (§6) is specified nondeterministically to avoid, among other things, specifying how malloc allocates fresh blocks of memory. Relations are also preferable to functions because they are more compositional.

Practically, it is painful to define computational functions over graphs in a proof assistant like Coq. For example, Coq requires that all functions terminate—a nontrivial proof obligation over cyclic structures like graphs—but our verification of mark is only for partial correctness. Defining relations is much easier because e.g. one can use quantifiers and does not have to prove termination. The mark and mark1 relations we use are defined straightforwardly at the bottom of Figure 3.

The highlights of the proof are as follows. In lines 9–11, imagine unfolding the m_graph predicate in line 8 using equation 4 and then zooming in to the root node x for lines 9–11, before zooming back out in line 12. Lines 19–23 of Figure 3 contain an example where we use the power of linked existentials in the LOCALIZE rule to “extract” the existentially-quantified γ” from inside the localization block to outside it. The rest of the proof is relatively routine.

4 A REUSABLE LIBRARY OF FORMALIZED GRAPH THEORY

When verifying the functional correctness of graph algorithms it is natural to want to use graph theory to describe program behavior. Over the past 25 years, researchers in mechanized proofs have explored many choices for the critical definitions of graph theory (§8). Unfortunately, most such choices are not powerful enough, or expressive enough, to mechanically verify realistic algorithms written in C. Accordingly, an essential component of our work is a library of formalized graph theory that can support such verifications. As will be shown in §7, our mathematical graph constructions comprise a considerable fraction of our codebase, so it is vital that our framework be highly modular to enable reuse of definitions and proofs from one example to the next. In this section we present our mathematical graph framework with an emphasis on this modularity.

![Diagram of the mathematical graph library structure]

Fig. 4. Structure of the Mathematical Graph Library

![Diagram of PreGraph with valid/invalid vertices/edges]

Fig. 5. PreGraph with valid/invalid vertices/edges.

4.1 Definitions of Graphs

Our first challenge is that graph theory is usually based on set theory but our formalization in Coq is based on type theory. Instead of formalizing set theory in Coq and then building graph theory atop of it, we formalize graph theory directly in Coq, as this lets us take advantage of Coq’s built-in support for type-related constructions. To reconcile the dichotomy between a very general library and highly specialized examples, we develop our graphs gradually over three linked concepts: PreGraph, LabeledGraph and GeneralGraph. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the library.

**PreGraph.** A PreGraph is a hextuple \((V, E, V, E, \text{src}, \text{dst})\). Arguments \(V\) and \(E\) are the underlying carrier types of vertices and edges. \(V\) and \(E\) are predicates over \(V\) and \(E\) that specify the notion of validity in the graph. Finally, \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{dst} : E \rightarrow V\) map each edge to its source and destination.
Certifying Graph-Manipulating Programs

The benefits of introducing validity are twofold. The first is a neat resolution of the incompatibility between type theory and set theory. In set theory, one element can belong to multiple sets, and adding or removing vertices or edges is as easy as altering the set directly to represent the result of the operation. In type theory, however, a term can only belong to one type, which makes it difficult to analogously change the type to represent the result. As is common practice, the predicates \( \text{V} \) and \( \text{E} \) specify whether a vertex/edge is valid (in the graph) or invalid (out). Adding or removing vertices/edges is as simple as weakening or strengthening these two predicates.

The second benefit is the ability to represent incomplete graphs. Consider starting from a graph \( \gamma \) and then removing a subgraph; the remaining “doughnut” structure is not necessarily a graph, since there may be dangling edges pointing into the “hole”. Figure 5 shows just such a situation, where a connected graph (everything that is reachable from \( v_0 \)) has had the connected subgraph reachable from \( v_1 \) removed, thus leaving the edge \( e \) dangling. The last conjunct in the \( \text{findS} \) relation from Figure 1 is an example of where a real verification needs to reason about just such a doughnut, in particular to specify that the unreachable portion of a graph has not changed.

We define many fundamental graph concepts on PreGraphs, including structures like \( \text{path}^* \), predicates such as \( \text{is\_cyclic} \) and \( \text{reachable}^* \), operations such as \( \text{add\_vertex} \) and \( \text{remove\_edge} \), and relations between PreGraphs such as \( \text{structurally\_identical}^* \) and \( \text{subgraph} \). Definitions of the concepts marked with asterisks are shown in Figure 6 to give a flavor of the subtleties involved in getting definitions that really work. These general concepts, together with around 500 derived lemmas, provide a solid foundation for more specific theorems needed in concrete verifications.

**LabeledGraph.** A LabeledGraph is a septuple \((\text{PreGraph}, \mathcal{L}_V, \mathcal{L}_E, \mathcal{L}_G, \nu_1, e_1, g_1)\) that augments a PreGraph with \textit{labels} on vertices, edges, and/or the graph as a whole. \( \mathcal{L}_V, \mathcal{L}_E, \) and \( \mathcal{L}_G \) are the associated carrier types, and \( \nu_1, e_1, \) and \( g_1 \) are the labeling functions themselves. Many classic graph problems, from union-find (node ranks) to Dijkstra (edge weights), require such labels. The need for a label on the graph as a whole is not as obvious; in §6 we use one in the garbage collector to keep track of the number of generations and their boundaries. Since every LabeledGraph is built on a PreGraph, it inherits all of the PreGraph’s lemmas via Coq’s type coercion mechanism while also opening the doors to additional lemmas involving its own labels.

**GeneralGraph.** PreGraphs and LabeledGraphs let us state and prove many useful lemmas that follow essentially by the nature of our graph constructions. However, when proving the correctness of graph algorithms, we often need more specificity in our mathematical graphs so that we may model the real program’s behaviors closely. For example, the \( \text{uf\_graph} \) used in \( \text{find} \) restricts each vertex to having exactly one out-edge. On the other hand, these restrictions vary greatly by algorithm, so we do not want to bake them into our core definitions. We achieve this flexibility...
We take advantage of this pattern by developing plugins that use soundness conditions, which are the soundness condition of mathematical structures that we need for a particular algorithm. When proving lemmas about the resulting combination, conditions along with related lemmas. By combining these plugins we can describe the soundness conditions, indicated in Figure 4.

Condition we need for a particular algorithm. When proving lemmas about the resulting combination, conditions along with related lemmas. By combining these plugins we can describe the soundness conditions, indicated in Figure 4.

To prove the functional correctness of graph-manipulating algorithms implemented in a real programming language, we need to (1) connect the heap representation of graphs to the memory model of the programming language, and (2) connect the memory model to the mathematical properties of abstract graphs from §4. The first of these challenges turns out to be surprisingly subtle: the standard tactic of leveraging the FRAME rule works well for tree-manipulating programs, but fails for graph-manipulating programs. We review the standard treatment for trees (§5.1), point out the issue with graphs (§5.2), and propose a fix for this (§5.3). The main challenge thereafter is to engineer a framework that is generic and modular enough to be useful in a variety of settings (§5.4).

### 4.2 Composing Soundness Plugins

Soundness conditions are often specific to each algorithm, but they feature some recurring themes. We take advantage of this pattern by developing soundness plugins, i.e. definitions of soundness conditions along with related lemmas. By combining these plugins we can describe the soundness condition we need for a particular algorithm. When proving lemmas about the resulting combination, we can use known facts about the separate plugins, in addition to lemmas that emerge due to the compositionality of the system. Consider the following oft-used graph properties:

- **BiGraph**: there are exactly two outgoing edges per vertex
- **LstGraph**: the graph is structured like a list, meaning that every vertex has one outgoing edge, and there are no loops except trivial self-loops of length 0, signifying the end of the "list"
- **FiniteGraph**: every valid edge has a valid source vertex, and its destination vertex is either valid or is a special invalid vertex called null
- **ValidGraph**: the sets of valid vertices and edges are both finite

Definitions of the concepts marked with asterisks are shown in Figure 7 for illustration. We can compose LstGraph, MathGraph, and FiniteGraph together into a new plugin called LiMaFin, which, incidentally, is the soundness condition of mathematical uf_graph we used to verify find in Figure 1. In our verification of mark in Figure 3, we use a similar soundness condition BiMaFin, which uses BiGraph instead of LstGraph. The commonalities and differences between LiMaFin and BiMaFin are readily apparent from their construction, and can be exploited for proof reuse.

### 5 DEFINING AND REASONING ABOUT SPATIAL GRAPHS

To prove the functional correctness of graph-manipulating algorithms implemented in a real language, we need to (1) connect the heap representation of graphs to the memory model of the programming language, and (2) connect the memory model to the mathematical properties of abstract graphs from §4. The first of these challenges turns out to be surprisingly subtle: the standard tactic of leveraging the FRAME rule works well for tree-manipulating programs, but fails for graph-manipulating programs. We review the standard treatment for trees (§5.1), point out the issue with graphs (§5.2), and propose a fix for this (§5.3). The main challenge thereafter is to engineer a framework that is generic and modular enough to be useful in a variety of settings (§5.4).
\[
\sigma \models P \otimes Q \iff \exists \sigma_1, \sigma_2. (\sigma_1 \oplus \sigma_2 = \sigma) \land (\sigma_1 \models P) \land (\sigma_2 \models Q)
\]
\[
\sigma \models P \rightarrow Q \iff \forall \sigma_1, \sigma_2. (\sigma_1 \oplus \sigma = \sigma) \land (\sigma_1 \models P) \Rightarrow (\sigma_2 \models Q)
\]
\[
\sigma \models P \lor Q \iff \exists \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3. (\sigma_1 \oplus \sigma_2 \oplus \sigma_3 = \sigma) \land (\sigma_1 \models P) \land (\sigma_2 \models Q) \land (\sigma_3 \models Q)
\]

Fig. 8. Separation logic connectives; \(\oplus\) is the join operation on states, e.g. a disjoint union on heaps.

### 5.1 Separation Logic in Tree-Manipulating Programs

Figure 8 shows the standard semantic models for the separation logic connectives using a join relation \(\oplus\) on an underlying separation algebra [Dockins et al. 2009]. In recent works [O’Hearn et al. 2001; O’Hearn 2012] that employ separation logic to give precise specifications of tree copy programs, the spatial representation of a binary tree is defined as a recursive predicate with an additional parameter: the mathematical tree \(\tau\).

\[
\text{tree}(x, \tau) \overset{\triangle}{=} (x = 0 \land \text{isatom}(\tau) \land \text{emp}) \lor \exists l, r, \tau_1, \tau_2. \tau = (\tau_1, \tau_2) \land (x \mapsto l, r) \ast \text{tree}(l, \tau_1) \ast \text{tree}(r, \tau_2)
\]

(5)

The mathematical tree \(\tau\) encodes the shape of a binary tree. It is either an atom or a pair of tree encodings. For example, \((\text{atom}, (\langle \text{atom}, \text{atom}\rangle, \text{atom}))\) is a valid encoding. A tree \((x, \tau)\) is either an emp or \((x \mapsto l, r) \ast \text{tree}(l, \tau_1) \ast \text{tree}(r, \tau_2)\) where \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\) are the left and right subtrees of \(\tau\). If \(\tau_1\) is atom then \(l\) must be null pointer and \(\text{tree}(l, \tau_1)\) must be emp. Otherwise \(\text{tree}(l, \tau_1)\) can be expanded recursively as above. The left part of Figure 9 shows a binary tree, and it should be straightforward to see that the data layout matches \(\tau\) (the shape of the tree) exactly. In the verification of a tree copy program, the precondition is tree \((x, \tau)\) and the postcondition is tree \((x, \tau) \ast \text{tree}(y, \tau)\). Having the same \(\tau\) in the pre- and postconditions of the specification indicates that the program creates an exact clone of the original tree, not an arbitrarily-shaped tree.

This is an ideal use-case for the separation logic because the root, the left subtree, and the right subtree are disjoint by construction. By applying the Frame rule, one can safely reason about a particular \(\ast\)-separated branch of the tree and later compose the conclusion back into the rest of the tree without worrying about the effect on the rest of the tree. In the figure we show that manipulating the subtree under root \(v\) does not affect the rest of the tree.

Graphs are more complicated. Consider the right part of Figure 9, which shows a bigraph. Defining a recursive predicate in the style of (5), i.e. using the separating conjunction \(\ast\), is a bad idea: a node can be shared arbitrarily, and so finding a suitable Frame is difficult. In the figure we show that manipulating the subgraph reachable from \(w\) causes an unexpected node to be affected.

### 5.2 Recursive Definitions Yield Poor graph Predicates

Recursive predicates are ubiquitous in separation logic—so much so that when one writes the definition of a predicate as \(P \overset{\triangle}{=} \ldots \ast P \ldots\), no one raises an eyebrow despite the dangers of circularity in mathematics. Indeed, the vast majority of the time there is no danger thanks to the magic of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>address</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. A Binary Tree and a Binary Graph

Fig. 10. A One-Cell Graph and its Heap Layout
Knaster-Tarski fixpoint $\mu_T$ [Tarski 1955]. Formally, one does not define $P$ directly, but rather defines a functional $F_P \triangleq \lambda P. \ldots P \ldots$ and then defines $P$ itself as $P \triangleq \mu_T F_P$. Assuming, as one typically does without comment, that $F_P$ is covariant, i.e. $(P \triangleright Q) \Rightarrow (F_P \triangleright F_Q)$, one then enjoys the fixpoint equation $P \iff \ldots P \ldots$, formally justifying the typically-written pseudodefinition (“$\triangleq$”).

Suppose we define a graph predicate $\text{graph}_T$ along the lines of the fold/unfold definition in Figure 3. Such a definition would use the overlapping conjunction $P \triangleright Q$ (c.f. Figure 8) as follows:

$$
\text{graph}_T(x, y) \triangleq (x = 0 \land \text{emp}) \lor \\
\left( \exists m, l, r. \, y(x) = (m, l, r) \land (x \mapsto m, l, r \triangleright \text{graph}_T(l, y) \triangleright \text{graph}_T(r, y)) \right)
$$

Although we can apply Knaster-Tarski (because the functional needed to define $\text{graph}_T$ is covariant), the result is hard to use. Consider the memory $m$ for a toy machine, where $m \models 100 \mapsto 42, 100, 0$. It seems clear, however, that this memory also represents a one-cell cyclic graph as illustrated in Figure 10, i.e. we want $m \models \text{graph}_T(100, \hat{y})$, where $\hat{y}(100) = (42, 100, 0)$. This is equivalent to wanting to be able to prove $100 \mapsto 42, 100, 0 \leftarrow \text{graph}_T(100, \hat{y})$. Unfortunately, as illustrated in Figure 11, this is rather difficult to do since applying the natural proof techniques actually strengthens the goal. Part of the problem is that the recursive structure interacts very badly with $\triangleright$: if the recursion involved $*$ then it would be provable, by induction on the finite memory (each “recursive call” would be on a strictly smaller subheap). This is why Knaster-Tarski works so well with list, tree, and DAG predicates in separation logic. We do not know if this entailment is decidable, but the difficulties encountered in proving what “should be” straightforward suggest that Knaster-Tarski should be treated with caution when defining spatial predicates for graphs.

The other direction, $\text{graph}_T(100, \hat{y}) \leftarrow 100 \mapsto 42, 100, 0$, is true but is not easy to prove, relying on the constructions in §5.3 and the fact that $\mu_T$ constructs the least fixpoint. In contrast, $\text{graph}_T(100, \hat{y}) \leftarrow 100 \mapsto 42, 100, 0 \triangleright T$ is easy.

Appel and McAllester proposed another fixpoint $\mu_A$ that is sometimes used to define recursive predicates in separation logic [Appel and McAllester 2001]. This time the functional $F_P$ needs to be contractive, which to a first order of approximation means that all recursion needs to be guarded by $\triangleright$, the “approximation modality” [Appel et al. 2007], i.e. our graph predicate would look like

$$
\text{graph}_A(x, y) \triangleq (x = 0 \land \text{emp}) \lor \exists m, l, r. \, y(x) = (m, l, r) \land \\
x \mapsto m, l, r \triangleright \text{graph}_A(l, y) \triangleright \text{graph}_A(r, y)
$$

This functional is contractive, and so the fixpoint is well-defined. Nevertheless, this definition has a subtle flaw: the resulting graph predicate is not “precise” in the separation logic sense:

$$
\text{precise}(P) \triangleq (\sigma_1 \models P) \Rightarrow (\sigma_2 \models P) \Rightarrow (\sigma_1 \oplus \sigma_1' = \sigma) \Rightarrow (\sigma_2 \oplus \sigma_2' = \sigma) \Rightarrow \sigma_1 = \sigma_2
$$
The flaw stems from the fact that $\triangleright P$ is not precise for any $P$ (at time zero, $\triangleright P$ is just $\top$), so graph$_A$ is not precise either. The approximation modality’s universal imprecision has never been noticed before in the literature. Accordingly, graph$_A$ is also rather difficult to use.

5.3 Defining a Good graph Predicate

Rather than defining graph as a recursive fixpoint, we give it a flat structure. Graphs in separation logic have been defined in similar ways before, e.g. Sergey et al. [2015] and Charguéraud and Pottier [2019]; our innovation is that we prove—with the amount of precision required to convince Coq—that we still enjoy fold/unfold with our flat definition. We start with the iterated separating conjunction or “big star”, which is first defined over lists and then extended to sets as follows:

\[ \star P \triangleq \begin{cases} P(l_1) * P(l_2) * \ldots * P(l_n) & \text{if } \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \\ \exists L. (\text{NoDup } L) \land (\forall x. x \in L \iff x \in S) \land \star P_L \end{cases} \]

We are now ready to define a good graph predicate: \[ \text{graph}(x, y) \triangleq \star \quad \forall v \mapsto y(v). \]

The graph $y$ here need not be a bigraph, but e.g. can have many edges.

Our definition of graph is flat in the sense that there is no obvious way to follow the link structure recursively. Happily, we can recover a general recursive fold/unfold (if $x \mapsto y(x)$ and the GeneralGraph has the necessary properties in its soundness condition):

\[ \text{graph}(x, y) \iff x \mapsto y(x) \cup (\bigcup_{n \in \text{neighbors}(y, x)} (P(l) \cup \ldots \cup P(l_n))) \quad \text{where} \quad \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \]

The proof of the $\iff$ direction requires care. The difficulty is that if two nodes $x \mapsto y(x)$ and $x' \mapsto y(x')$ are skewed, i.e. “partially overlapping” with some—but not all—of $x$’s memory cells shared with $x'$, then the $\star$ on the left hand side cannot separate them. To avoid skewing we require that $x \mapsto y(x)$ be alignable. A predicate $P$ is alignable when

\[ \forall x, y. \left( P(x) \cup P(y) \iff (P(x) \land x = y) \lor (P(x) \land P(y)) \right) \]

That is, they overlap either completely or not at all. In a Java-like memory model this property is automatic because pointers in such a model always point to the root/beginning of an object. In contrast, in a C-like memory model such as in VST/CompCert, this property is not automatic because pointers can point anywhere. In such a model, alignment is most easily enforced by storing graph nodes at addresses that are multiples of an appropriate size (e.g this size is 16 in Figure 3).

Some of our VST proofs, e.g. for find, do not use fold/unfold, instead preferring to use the lemmas in §5.4 directly. Others, e.g. mark, do, and it is helpful to have both options available. We also prove fold/unfold lemma for DAGs in which we get a clean $\star$ between the root and its $\cup$-joined neighbors, rather than the $\cup$ present in (6).

5.4 Ramification Libraries

Many tools (e.g. Charge! [Bengtson et al. 2012], Smallfoot [Berdine et al. 2005], jStar [Distefano and Parkinson 2008], HIP/SLEEK [Chin et al. 2010]) use the Direct Model to represent spatial predicates on the heap, but VST employs an unusually complex Step-Indexed heap model in order to support an unusually rich program logic [Appel et al. 2014]. Figure 12 shows the architecture of our spatial development. We will explain our two interfaces momentarily, but for now observe that both heap models can instantiate both interfaces. That is to say, we do not rely on any of the bells, whistles, or specialized properties that are only available in the Step-Indexed Model.

We modularize our spatial library over two interfaces: Core Logic and Supplementary Logic. Each interface defines some operators of separation logic along with relevant axioms to show how they work. For example, the definitions of $\ast$ and $\rightarrow$ are in Core Logic, along with key axioms and
rules such as \((P \vdash Q \rightarrow R) \iff (P \land Q \vdash R)\). On the other hand, lesser-used operators such as \(\lor\) and \(\rightarrow\) are in Supplementary Logic, along with rules such as \(P \vdash P \lor P\). Generally speaking, our VST proofs only need Core properties (shaded in the figure) to prove our examples.

Above the Logic layer we have three towers, each three levels high. The tower on the left contains basic lemmas about Logic, *, and graph. For instance, in the * Facts box we prove:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \cap B &= \emptyset \\
* P(x) \land * P(y) &\iff * P(x)
\end{align*}
\]

The middle tower is more interesting in that it is entirely focused on ramification entailments. A robust library of ramification entailments is essential to make ramification work smoothly in practice. The Basic Ramification box in the lower layer contains lemmas like the one below, which we use to break large ramification entailments into compositionally manageable pieces.

\[
\begin{align*}
G_1 \vdash L_1 \land \forall x. (L_2 \rightarrow G_2) \\
G_1' \vdash L_1' \land \forall x. (L_2' \rightarrow G_2') \\
G_1 \land G_1' \vdash (L_1 \land L_1') \land \forall x. ((L_2 \land L_2') \rightarrow (G_2 \land G_2'))
\end{align*}
\]

The * Ramification box in the middle layer contains lemmas like the one below:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \cap B &= \emptyset \\
A' \cap B &= \emptyset \\
* P(x) \vdash * P(x) \land \left( * P(x) \rightarrow * P(x) \right)
\end{align*}
\]

The above lemma expresses large-scale replacement, clearing the way to cleanly establish a key graph-specific fact: Lemma 7, which is placed in the Graph Ramification box (top layer), is used on lines 21 and 26 of Figure 3 to reason about smoothly replacing subgraphs.

\[
n \in \text{neighbors}(y, x) \\
\text{graph}(x, y) \vdash \text{graph}(n, y) \land \forall y'. \text{mark}(y, n, y') \rightarrow (\text{graph}(n, y') \rightarrow \text{graph}(x, y'))
\]

Similarly, the same box contains the key lemma used on line 16 in Figure 3 to update one node:

\[
\forall x_0 \neq x, y(x_0) = y'(x_0) \land \text{neighbors}(y, x) = \text{neighbors}(y', x) \\
\text{graph}(x, y) \vdash x \rightarrow y(x) \land (x \rightarrow y'(x) \rightarrow \text{graph}(x, y'))
\]

This layered structure enables proof reuse. All of the theorems for graph are proved from the properties of iterated separating conjunction, but having a modular library allows * to be reused.
in other structures smoothly. Further, all our verifications of different graph algorithms use the proof rules of graph at the top level in the library.

The Supplementary tower contains properties not used by most of the VST examples. This includes the fold/unfold relationship that we moved away from in §5.3, facts about precision, etc. These are currently included mostly for completeness, but do make our library more general should we wish to accommodate an alternate prover that needs separation logic facts about $\cup$, $\neg\circ$, etc.

6 CERTIFYING A GARBAGE COLLECTOR FOR CERTICOQ

The CertiCoq compiler [Anand et al. 2017] translates Gallina code to Clight, which CompCert [Leroy 2006] then compiles to assembly. Gallina assumes infinite heap memory but Clight has a finite heap, so CertiCoq supports Gallina’s assumption via memory management at the Clight level. In particular, the Clight code generated by CertiCoq contains calls to a garbage collector (GC), also written in Clight. CertiCoq aims to be end-to-end certified, so the GC must also be certified. We explain the code’s operation (§6.1), abstract the problem to mathematical graphs (§6.2), explain two key functions from the code (§6.3, §6.4), and review interesting issues we found and resolved (§6.5).

6.1 Overview of the GC Program

The 12-generation GC, written in the spirit of the OCaml GC, is realistic and sophisticated, though by no means industrial-strength. Because CertiCoq uses OCaml’s representation of blocks and values [Hickey et al. 2014], the GC must support features such as variable-length memory objects, object fields that may be boxed or unboxed and must be disambiguated at runtime, and pointers to places outside the GC-managed heap. That said, its task is easier than the OCaml GC’s because its mutator is purely functional\(^5\). The mutator maintains an array of local variables called args, and the GC scans this array to calculate the root set. The GC collects the first generation into the second using Cheney’s algorithm [Cheney 1970]. This may recursively trigger the collection of the second generation into the third, etc., following which the GC returns control to the mutator. We provide further details about the GC’s operation in our extended online paper.

The mutator’s args array is critical to the GC’s formal specification. The heap may change dramatically, but all heap memory objects that the mutator could reach by recursively following the fields of args before the collection must still be reachable, via similar steps, after the collection. This problem can be abstracted into mathematical graphs, where we must prove graph isomorphism.

6.2 From Clight to Mathematical Graphs

In the code, a generation is a contiguous memory segment. Three pointers capture key metainformation about a generation: start marks the first address, limit, the last address, and next, the next address available for allocation. Initially, next = start. New memory is added in a contiguous chunk starting at next, and next is incremented appropriately. The generation is full when next = limit. Metainformation about all 12 generations is stored in a 12-element array called heap.

The basic unit manipulated by the GC is a contiguous piece of memory called a block, which is a 22-bit header followed by an arbitrary-length array of fields. The length of a block’s field array is stored in its header. Each field is either an unboxed integer data value or a pointer. To disambiguate the two, we follow OCaml’s practice of requiring that all integers are odd (essentially, are only 31 bits long) and all pointers are even-aligned [Hickey et al. 2014]. Pointers may point either into the GC-controlled heap or at external structures outside the GC’s purview.

Moving towards a mathematical abstraction, the 12 generations can be seen as a graph $\gamma$. Blocks are vertices, and pointers to other blocks are edges to other vertices. Vertices are tuples of the

\(^5\)That is: Gallina is purely functional, and the Clight code generated by CertiCoq preserves this behavior.
form \((g, i)\), meaning the vertex represents the the \(i^{th}\) block in the \(g^{th}\) generation. An edge is a tuple \((v, i)\), meaning that the associated pointer is the \(i^{th}\) field of the block corresponding to vertex \(v\). Each vertex is labeled with its integer data, along with metainformation such as whether it has already been forwarded, and if so, where its forwarded copy is. There is also a global label on the entire graph \(y\) which has the start/limit addresses and number of vertices of each generation.

### 6.3 Forward

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\forall y, \text{finf}, \text{tinf}, \text{from}, \text{to, v, n}.
\text{gc\_graph}(y) \land \text{finf}(\text{finf}) \land \text{tinf}(\text{tinf}) \land \\
\text{compat}(y, \text{finf}, \text{tinf}, \text{from}, \text{to}) \land \\
s = \text{start}(y, \text{from}) \land 1 = s + \text{gensz}(y, \text{from}) \land \\
n = \text{nxaddr}(\text{tinf}, \text{to}) \land p = \text{addr}(y, v) + n \\
\text{void forward}(\text{value } s, s, \text{from, to), } \\
\text{value } v; \text{value va} = s; \\
\text{if(is\_block(va)) } \{ \text{is ptr} \\
\text{v} = (\text{value } *)((\text{void } *)va); \\
\text{if(is\_from(s, l, v)) } \{ \text{in from} \\
\text{\phi} \land \exists e, v'. \text{labk}(y, v)[n] = e \land \\
\text{\phi} \land \exists f\text{lds}', \text{hdr}', \text{flks}' = \text{labk}(y, v') \land \\
v' \rightarrow f\text{lds}' \land \text{hdr}' = f\text{lds}'[1] \} \implies \phi_7 \\
\text{header\_t hd = Hd\_val(v);} \\
\text{\phi}_8 \land \text{hd} = \text{val(hdr') } \}
\end{array}
\]

![Fig. 13. Clight code and proof sketch for forward](#)

The function `forward` is the GC’s workhorse. When correctly given the spaces `from` and to and a pointer `p` to a memory block in `from`, it copies the memory block to the next available location in the to space. The function is robust: if passed a “pointer” argument that is actually a data value, or is a pointer that points outside of `from`, it behaves appropriately by taking no action. As we will see in §6.5, these checks are nontrivial. The function is also versatile: it is used to collect the mutator’s args (which are *-separated from the head) and also to collect the blocks in the heap that are reachable via args. Its behavior needs to be subtly different in these two cases. Figure 13 shows a decorated proof sketch of `forward` in the latter case, which is harder to verify.
Two abstractions struct thread_inf and file_info—finf and tinf—represent the graph’s metainformation, and together allow us to extract the args array. The proposition compat encapsulates a series of checks, e.g. to avoid out-of-bounds issues. The arguments s, l, and n are straightforwardly explained on line 1. We are forwarding p, which denotes the nth edge of vertex v. For readability, we denote the facts known to us in e.g. line 1 by φ1, and then use φ1 as a fact in later annotations.

Line 15 shows the case when the block passed to the function was already forwarded. The block’s header is zeroed out and its 0th field holds the address of its copy⁶, so we simply reroute to the copy. Line 17 shows that this operation gives us a new graph, γ′ = upd_edge(γ, e, copy(γ, v′)). That is, in γ, update the edge e to point at copy(γ, v′). This delicate treatment avoids erroneous double-copying in case a block is reachable from the args array via different paths.

Moving to the meatier case where we must actually make a copy, lines 24 to 26 show how a block is copied over to the next-available spot in the to space. Some of the grungy details having to do with variable-sized memory blocks begin to show up in the C code, but the annotation on line 27 is relatively clean thanks to our mathematical graph framework: this is just the copying of a vertex, and so our new graph after the change is γ′ = copy_vertex(γ, to, v′, v′′). Unlike the edit in line 15, which was local to the graph proper, this change spills over to the graph’s metainformation: tinf′, an alteration to tinf, explains that additional space is now used up in the to generation of γ′. The final step (line 32) is to reroute to this new copy, and this is handled exactly as in line 15. The resultant graph is γ″ = upd_edge(γ′, e, v′′). This edit is local to the graph, and so the old metainformation in tinf′ remains compatible with the new graph γ″.

The postcondition is a little different from those of find and mark seen earlier: it does not provide a relation saying that forward has acted in a functionally “correct” manner. Rather, it uses forward_relation to carefully list the possible end results of calling forward on (v, n) — a vertex may be copied, an edge may be redirected, no action may be taken, etc. — and check if the graph γ′ falls within one of them. We put the complete definition of forward_relation, with its twelve constructors, in the extended online version of our paper. We have such relations for all the key functions in our GC, and our final correctness proof shows that composing these relations together yields the high-level correctness property—a kind of graph isomorphism—that is required by CertiCoq.

6.4 Do Scan
To collect from into to, we first call the function forward_roots, which calls forward on each item in the args array. Thus, no field of args points directly into from. However, the fields of args may still point into from indirectly, via the direct links that we just forwarded into to. We fix this via the function do_scan, which scans to and calls forward on all items that were copied over as part of this collection. This fixes any backwards pointers from to into from by moving their targets into to as well. These steps fully disentangle args from the from space, which can be reset to free up memory.

Figure 14 contains a decorated proof sketch of do_scan. The precondition, given on line 1, is very similar to that of forward. We have s1 and l1 denoting the boundaries of the from space, and nx denoting the last-used address in the to space. The key difference is that instead of a specific target like p, we take the argument sc, which is the place in the to space from where we must start scanning. Because of the way forward works, we know that the the items recently copied over by forward_roots have been placed placed contiguously between sc and nx. Working from sc upwards, we ignore blocks that are tagged as “do not scan”, but otherwise simply call forward on every field of each block. We benefit from forward’s robustness: we can trust it to take action only when the field passed to it actually points back into the from space.

⁶These guarantees are set up by forward itself. Refer to lines 28 and 29 of Figure 13 to see this being done straightforwardly.
The only use of localize is when reading the block header on line 8, and this is not very different from the read seen in forward. Lines 17 and 19 represent exactly the pre- and postconditions of forward for some vertex (s, j). After the for-loop, the entire block represented by s has either been forwarded (line 20) or ignored (line 21). This may increment nx, so we continue until sc = nx.

At first glance, this verification may seem quite elementary. Its trickiness comes from the fact that do_scan operates exactly on the interface between the Clight code and the mathematical graph model introduced in §6.2. Functions like forward ignore the Clight memory representation of the heap and go about their business in the abstract domain of mathematical graphs, but do_scan cannot do this because grungy details such as the index order of runtime-allocated blocks are key to its strategy of a linear search from sc to nx.

### 6.5 Performance and Overflows and Undefined Behaviours, Oh My!

**Bugs in the GC code.** We discovered and fixed two bugs in the source code during our verification. The first was a performance bug we discovered when developing the key invariants. The original GC code executed Cheney’s algorithm too conservatively, scanning the entire space to space for backward pointers into from. We showed that scanning a subset of to suffices. Performance doubled. The second bug was an overflow when subtracting two pointers to calculate the size of a space, as below. Here the pointers start and limit point to the beginning and end of the ith space of the heap h.

```
int w = h->spaces[i].limit - h->spaces[i].start;
```

This subtraction is defined in C and Clight, but overflows if the difference equals or exceeds $2^{31}$. We adjusted the size of the largest generation to avoid this overflow.

**Undefined behavior in C.** We found two places where the semantics of Clight is unable to specify an OCaml-style GC such as ours. The first area of undefined behavior results from our GC’s use of the

\[
\forall y, \text{finf}, \text{tinf}, \text{from}, \text{to}, \\
\text{gc_graph}(y) \land \text{finf}(\text{finf}) \land \text{comp}(y, \text{finf}, \text{tinf}, \text{from}, \text{to}) \land \\
\text{st} = \text{start}(y, \text{from}) \land \text{li} = \text{st} + \text{gensz}(y, \text{from}) \\
\land \text{sc} = \text{scan_start}(y, \text{to}) \land \text{nx} = \text{naddr}(	ext{tinf}, \text{to})) \land \\
\theta_1 \\
\text{void do_scan(value *st, *li, *sc, **nx) \{} \\
\text{value *s; s = sc;} \\
\text{\{ \theta_1 \land s = scan_start(y, to) \} \theta_4} \\
\text{while(s < *nx) \{} \\
\text{\{ \theta_4 \land \exists n. \, scanned(y, to) = s + n \land \} \theta_6} \\
\text{\{ \exists \text{dfs}, \text{hdr. dfs = lab(scanned(y, to))} \land \} \theta_7} \\
\text{\{ \theta_7 \land \text{hd} = \text{val}(`hd') \} \theta_{10} \\
\text{mlsize_t sz = Wosize_hd(hd); 
```

\[
\text{ds_postcondition}(y, y', \text{finf}', \text{finf}, \text{from}, \text{to}) \land \\
\text{comp}(y', \text{finf}', \text{finf}', \text{from}, \text{to}) \land \text{do_scan_relation}(y, y', \text{from}, \text{to}) \\
\text{\} \theta_{12} \\
\text{\} \theta_{14} \\
\text{\} \theta_{16} \\
\text{\} \theta_{18} \\
\text{\} \theta_{20} \\
\text{\} \theta_{22} \\
\text{\} \theta_{24}
```

Fig. 14. Clight code and proof sketch for do_scan
well-established 31-bit integer trick to allow both boxed and unboxed data in block fields [Hickey et al. 2014]. To distinguish them, forward calls Is_block (line 5), which in turn calls the following:

```c
int Is_from(value * from_start, value * from_limit, value * v) {
  return (from_start <= v && v < from_limit); }
```

This function aims to return 1 if \( x \) is an int, and 0 if it is an aligned pointer. When \( x \) is an integer, this is indeed well-defined. But when \( x \) is a pointer, the code gets stuck because taking the logical and of a pointer is undefined in Clight. The second condition involves double-bounded pointer comparisons. On line 6 of Figure 13, forward checks whether the object it is considering, which it already knows to be a pointer, is in fact pointing into the from space. The forward function uses the following:

```c
int test_int_or_ptr (value x) { return (int)(((intnat)x)&1); }
```

Here, the start and limit pointers are in the same memory block. If \( v \) is also in the same block, Is_from correctly computes whether it is in bounds. However, if \( v \) is in a different block, the comparison gets stuck—both halves of the conjunction are undefined—instead of returning false.

Although the Clight code is undefined, we used CompCert’s “extcall_properties” to prove that CompCert’s compiler transformations will preserve the necessary invariants for both operations. Both operations require careful treatment. The first operation requires that the \( x \) pointer is defined and has even offset within its memory block, and that \( x+1 \) is also defined. This length-two requirement ensures that \( x \) is not pointing to a stack-allocated local variable of type char, which CompCert can realign as it assembles the stack frame. The second operation is respected by CompCert because the pointer comparison is double-bounded (below by from_start and above by from_limit); in contrast, a single-bounded comparison need not be semantically preserved by CompCert.

Other than these two items, the GC is fully defined in Clight—we were even able to prove that all casts (e.g. line 8) are well-defined. As a concluding thought, Coq itself is written in OCaml with a similar-style garbage collector. Thus, our GC is at least as well-defined as Coq itself.

7 ENGINEERING OUR TECHNIQUES

An important feature of our work is that it integrates into substantial existing projects, making our techniques open to a large userbase. Another feature is that we carefully organized our library to separate the concerns of abstract mathematical reasoning and code-specific spatial reasoning. §7.1 explains the former effort, and §7.2 the latter. §7.3 gives statistics about our development.

7.1 Localizations in VST with localize and unlocalize

CompCert is a fully machine-checked verified compiler for CompCert C [Leroy 2006]. The Verified Software Toolchain consists of a series of machine-checked modules written in Coq to reason about CompCert C programs [Appel et al. 2014]. Floyd is VST’s module for verifying such programs using separation logic. VST’s modules interlock so there are no “gaps” in the end-to-end certified results; accordingly all of the rules employed by the Floyd module have been proved sound with respect to the underlying semantics used by CompCert. Floyd is written in Ltac and Gallina and is designed to help users verify the full functional correctness of their programs. We added two tactics, localize and unlocalize, to integrate the LOCALIZE rule (as described in §2–§3) into Floyd.

The Floyd module presents users with a pleasant “decorated program” visualization for Hoare proofs, in which users work from the top of the program to the bottom even though the formal proof is maintained as applications of inference rules. For example, suppose the proof goal is \( \{P_1\} c_1; c_2 \{P_3\} \) and VST’s user tells Floyd to apply a Hoare rule for \( c_1 \), e.g. \( \{P_1\} c_1 \{P_2\} \). Floyd then automatically applies the SEQUENCE rule and show the user \( \{P_2\} c_2 \{P_3\} \) as the remaining goal. When the user is in the middle of a verification, the decorated program is partially done (i.e. the
Fig. 15. Front and back ends of localize and unlocalize

proof is finished from the top to “the current program point”) and the inference tree is also partially done (i.e. with holes that are represented by the remaining proof goals in Coq).

We wish to preserve this “decorated program” view while extending Floyd to support localization. Our task therefore is to construct a proof in Coq’s underlying logic that allows a localization block to be constructed in this manner—that is, we wish to enter a localization block without requiring the user to specify the “exit point” in advance. The engineering is tricky because the proof Floyd is constructing (i.e. applications of inference rules) has holes in places where the user’s “top to bottom” view of things has not yet arrived.

Figure 15 has two partially-decorated “proofs in progress”, from both the user’s (front end) and Floyd’s (back end) points of view. In the first column, from the user’s point of view, they see the assertion $P_2$ (line 3) and decide to use the localize tactic to zoom into $P_3$ (line 4). They then apply some proof rules to move past $c_2$ to reach the assertion $P_4$ (line 6). At this point, Floyd does not know when the corresponding unlocalize tactic will execute, so it does not know which commands will be inside the block or what the final local and global postconditions will be.

Accordingly, the localize tactic builds an incremental proof in the underlying program logic by applying FRAME with an uninstantiated metavariable. The second column of Figure 15 shows the back end with the unknown frame $?F$, which will eventually be instantiated by unlocalize.

In the third column, the user has advanced past $c_3$ to reach the local postcondition $P_5$ and now wishes to unlocalize to $P_6$. Afterwards, the internal state looks like the fourth column, and so to a first approximation, unlocalize can instantiate $?F$ with $P_5 \rightarrow P_6$. In truth, $?F$ is chosen more subtly to properly handle both existential variables and modified program variables. Then unlocalize automatically simplifies the goals to present a cleaner interface to the user. These transformations require the additional theory given in §3.

7.2 Modularity of our Library

We worked to make our library modular, thus encouraging proof reuse. Figure 16 gives a sense of this engineering effort with the garbage collector as a case study. 14 files were used to verify the GC, and the bar at the bottom the relative lengths of those files on a linear scale. Files 1 and 3 are about half the development, and they contain generic definitions and theorems. They can be reused for the verification of programs that have mathematical or spatial structures similar to our GC.

Moving to the circular graph, each straight line perpendicular to the perimeter represents a theorem used to verify the GC. The lengths of those lines correspond to the lengths of the relevant theorems on a logarithmic scale. The 14 color-coded sectors represent the files in which these theorems are housed. Inside the circle, arcs connecting theorems represent dependencies, where an arc is colored the same as the theorem’s caller.
Sector 1 contains 432 generic helper theorems used to check that functions satisfy the inductive spatial relations that we need. These theorems do not depend on any other GC theorems. Sector 3 contains 91 theorems that establish spatial correctness (see §5). Sectors 4-14 are the actual proof scripts for individual functions of the C code. Unsurprisingly, they depend chiefly on Sectors 1 and 3. Among these, sector 10 is notably large, and this makes sense given that it houses our workhorse forward function. The C code of forward is 35 lines, and its verification is 1309 lines long: a 37-fold blowup. Sector 2 contains 155 theorems that prove the final mathematical graph isomorphism (see §4). These theorems depend only on Sector 1, and no other sectors depend on them. This is to be expected, seeing as graph isomorphism is our final goal.
Table 1. Statistics for our code base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Size (in lines)</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Theorems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Utilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3,578</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Graph Library</td>
<td>§4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10,585</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Graph Library</td>
<td>§5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration into VST</td>
<td>§3,§7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,783</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marking (graph and DAG)</td>
<td>§3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanning Tree</td>
<td>§3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,723</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union-Find (heap and array)</td>
<td>§2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3,193</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage Collector</td>
<td>§6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13,858</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>39,823</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>2,111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Statistics Related to our Development

All our results in this paper have been machine-checked. Although the size of a development does not perfectly match its importance or the difficulty of its implementation, we present the size nonetheless in Table 1. Our proofs are written in a very dense style. For comparison, verifying a simple 39-line list-based merge sort in VST takes 600 lines. At ≈ 400 LOC, the garbage collector is much larger, and is very complicated both mathematically and spatially, in many places teetering on the edge of what can be defined in C. CompCert has 217k LOC, 5,687 definitions, and 6,694 theorems; VST has 623k LOC, 14,038 definitions, and 21,442 theorems. It is hard to determine the time taken for this project on the whole, but the verification of the garbage collector took 8 months.

8 RELATED WORK

Comparison with Hobor and Villard [2013]. Our work builds on the theory of ramification by Hobor and Villard, who verified graph algorithms on pen-and-paper using their R$\text{AMIFY}$ rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R}\text{AMIFY} & : \{L_1\} c \{L_2\} \quad G_1 \leftarrow L_1 \ast (L_2 \rightarrow G_2) \\
\text{freevars}(L_2 \rightarrow G_2) \cap \text{ModVar}(c) &= \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

Our LOCALIZE rule upgrades R$\text{AMIFY}$ to better handle modified program variables (note the side condition and recall the discussion in §3) and existential quantifiers in postconditions. Hobor and Villard avoided these challenges by proposing a unwieldy variant of R$\text{AMIFY}$ called R$\text{AMIFY}\text{ASSIGN}$, which could reason about the special case of a single assignment $x=f(\ldots)$, assuming the verifier can make the local program translation to $x'=f(\ldots)$; $x=x'$, where $x'$ is fresh. This is nontrivial in large existing formal developments, such as VST, that do not have any way to prove programs equivalent. Hobor and Villard could not verify unmodified program code, modify program variables inside nested localization blocks, or handle multiple assignments in a single block as in lines 15–17 of Figure 3. They avoided existentials in localized postconditions by defining all mathematical operations (e.g. mark) as functions rather than as relations; this is fine for pen-and-paper, but painful in a mechanized setting wherein functions must be proven to terminate.

Hobor and Villard treated mathematical graphs as triples $(V,E,L)$ of vertices, edges, and a vertex labeling function, where vertices had no more than two neighbors. Our mathematical graph framework (§4) is more modular and versatile, and ships with hundreds of reusable definitions and theorems. Further, our library has been tuned to work smoothly in a mechanized context.

Hobor and Villard erroneously defined spatial graphs recursively. Unfortunately, other members of the research community (e.g. Raad et al. [2015]) followed their lead. We expose this error (§5.2) and
provide a sound and rather general definition for graph that recovers fold/unfold reasoning (§5.3). We develop a much more general and more modular set of related lemmas and connected our spatial reasoning to the verification framework of CompCert/VST (§7). Our development is entirely machine-checked (§7) whereas they used only pen and paper.

Other Pen-and-Paper Verification of Graph Algorithms and/or \(\mathcal{V}\). Yang [2001] verified the Schorr-Waite algorithm, and this is widely considered a landmark in the early separation logic literature. Bornat et al. [2004] gave an early attempt to reason about graph algorithms in separation logic in a more general way. Krishnaswami [2011] provided the first separation logic proof of union-find.

Reynolds [2003] was the first to document the overlapping conjunction \(\mathcal{V}\), albeit without any strategy to reason about it using Hoare rules. Gardner et al. [2012] were the first to reason about a program using \(\mathcal{V}\) in Javascript. Raad et al. [2015] used \(\mathcal{V}\) within their CoLoSL program logic to reason about a concurrent spanning algorithm using a kind of "concurrent localization".

Machine-Checked Verification of Graph Algorithms. A decade after Yang verified Schorr-Waite on paper, Leino [2010] automated its verification in Dafny. Sergey et al. [2015] verified a concurrent spanning tree algorithm, and moreover developed mechanized Coq proofs. Their algorithm was written in FCSL, a monadic DSL that combines effectful operations with pure Coq expressions; FSCl cannot be executed. Chen et al. [2018] compared how three provers (Coq, Isabelle, and Why3) can verify Tarjan’s strongly-connected component algorithm written in the native language of each of the tools. Because these are written in the native languages of a proof assistant, they avoid “real-world” language concerns such as memory models and overflow.

Lammich and Neumann [2015] extended the Isabelle Refinement Framework to verify a range of DFS algorithms via stepwise refinement. Their framework allows the reuse of previously-proved DFS invariants by establishing an inductive “most specific invariant” and deriving other inductive invariants from it. Lammich and Sefidgar [2019] extended this further and presented verifications of the correctness and time complexity of the Edmonds-Karp and push-relabel algorithms. Lammich et al. produced very readable proofs of classic textbook algorithms by using the Isar language atop of their Isabelle proofs. They used Isabelle’s code generator to export efficient executable code, but with the caveat that the code comes with a guarantee of only partial correctness semantics.

Charguéraud [2011] used his CFML tool to Coq-verify an OCaml implementation of Dijkstra. Guéneau et al. [2019] extended CFML and verified the correctness and time complexity of a modified version of the BFGT cycle-detection algorithm. The graph algorithms verified in CFML tend to be “graph theory” in flavour, whereas the algorithms we have verified tend to have more of a “systems” flavor. This difference is partially explained by the fact that code written in ML can take advantage of its high-level design, whereas code written in C is often interested in handling grungy systems tasks. For example, references in ML cannot be null and do not support pointer arithmetic; of course both are possible—and lead to nontrivial complications—in C. Accordingly, the CFML proofs benefit from ML’s cleaner computational model. Our verifications are in C so we must contend with C’s memory model, pointer arithmetic, significant scope for undefined behavior, and so forth.

Charguéraud and Pottier [2019] used CFML to verify the correctness and time complexity of union-find. Their work is an interesting counterpoint to ours because, while it maintains an abstraction between the client and the internal mathematical/spatial facts that the client need not know, it does not maintain a separation between the mathematical and spatial facts themselves, as we do in §4 and §5. This separation is worthwhile: our modular method let us verify an alternate version of union-find that uses an array of vertices rather than individually heap-allocated nodes. This secondary verification then used exactly the same mathematical proof of functional correctness despite the radically different layout of spatial memory. Our work does not verify the time complexity of union-find. When we attempted to prove the necessary amortisation bounds we ran into an overflow
issue: it was impossible to prove that the rank would not exceed max_int because the CompCert memory model does not place a bound on the total number of allocations. Informally, this overflow is impossible in practice because no computer has \(2^{64}\) bytes of memory, which would be required for this overflow to occur, but Coq remains unconvinced. Charguéraud and Pottier acknowledged and sidestepped this issue by representing rank using the Coq type \(\mathbb{Z}\), which was not an option for us given the end-to-end nature of the VST+CompCert toolchain.

Verification Tools in Coq. Our work interacts with the Floyd verification module within the Verified Software Toolchain (VST) [Appel et al. 2014]. The Floyd module uses tactics to enable the separation-logic verification of CompCert C programs. VST connects to the CompCert certified C compiler [Leroy 2006], and thus has no gaps or admits between the verified source code and the eventual assembly code [Appel 2012].

Charge! likewise uses Coq tactics to work with a shallow embedding of higher order separation logic, but focuses on OO programs written in Java/C# [Bengtson et al. 2012]. Iris Proof Mode provides a similar framework for higher-order concurrent reasoning in Coq [Krebbbers et al. 2017].

CFML enables the verification of OCaml programs by reasoning about their “characteristic formulae” in separation logic using Coq [Charguéraud 2010, 2011]. CFML has been used to verify a range of functional and imperative programs, including some graph-related algorithms as discussed above. Charguéraud and Pottier [2019] extended CFML to reason about time credits. The work of Guéneau et al. [2017] indicates that CFML is exploring a connection with the certified CakeML compiler [Kumar et al. 2014].

While the tools above require substantial human guidance, Bedrock [Chlipala 2011] is a more automated approach to the verification of low level programs using separation logic in Coq. Bedrock leverages the fact that phrasing function specifications in a computational style (in this case, inspired by functional programming) leads to separation logic proof obligations that are quite automatable. It simplifies these obligations into pure mathematics using a custom workhorse tactic, and then discharges those obligations using standard Coq automation.

Other Verification Tools. Many more-automated verification tools also use separation logic in a forward reasoning style. Smallfoot [Berdine et al. 2005], jStar [Distefano and Parkinson 2008], HIP/SLEEK [Chin et al. 2010], and Verifast [Jacobs et al. 2011] are landmarks at various points on the expressibility-automatability spectrum. KeY [Beckert et al. 2007] and Dafny [Leino 2010] are verifiers that are not based on separation logic. KeY uses an interactive verifier while Dafny pursues automation with Z3 [de Moura and Bjørner 2008].

Mechanized Mathematical Graph Theory. There is a long history, going back at least 28 years, of mechanized reasoning about mathematical graphs [Wong 1991]. The most famous mechanically verified “graph theorem” is the Four Color Theorem [Gonthier 2005]; however the development actually uses hypermaps instead of graphs. In general most “mathematical graph” frameworks in the literature [Butler and Sjogren 1998; Chou 1994; Duprat 2001; Nipkow 2016; Nordhoff and Lammich 2012; Ridge 2005; Tamai 2000; Wong 1991; Yamamoto et al. 1995, 1998] were not used to verify real code, for which they seem unsuitable. Verifying real code requires delicate concepts such as removing a subgraph, null nodes, and parallel edges, and one of our contributions is that our framework is general enough to support such verification. Noschinski [2015b] built a graph library in Isabelle/HOL whose formalization is the closest to ours, e.g. supporting graphs with labeled and parallel arcs. Beyond being in Coq, our setup supports at least three features beyond Noschinski’s: reasoning about incomplete graphs (as discussed in §4.1 using figure 5), labeling the graph as a whole (used, for example, in the garbage collector to store metainformation about the number and location of the generations), and our modular typeclass-supported “graphs with properties” setup.
in General Graph (as described in §4.2). Dubois et al. [2015] and Noschinski [2015a] used proof
assistants to design verifiable checkers for solutions to graph problems. Bauer and Nipkow [2002]
and Yamamoto et al. [1995] used an inductive encoding of graphs to formalize planar graph theory.

Verification of Garbage Collection Algorithms. Schism [Gammie et al. 2015; Pizlo et al. 2010]
is a certified concurrent collector built in a Java VM that services multi-core architectures with
weak memory consistency. McCreight et al. [2010, 2007] introduced GCminor, which is a certified
translation step added to CompCert’s translation from Clight to assembly. GCminor makes explicit
the specific invariants that the garbage collector relies upon, thus minimising errors due to the
violation of invariants between the garbage collector and the mutator. Petrrank and Hawblitzel
[2010] annotated x86 code for two GCs by hand, and then used Boogie and the Z3 automated
theorem prover to verify their correctness automatically.

The closest piece of work to our certified GC is probably the excellent certified GC for the Cake
ML project [Ericsson et al. 2017], since both integrate a certified GC into a certified compiler for a
functional language. Their GC is written closer to assembly than C, which is both a positive—in
that they avoid undefined behaviors—and a negative, in that their GC is harder to understand and
upgrade and cannot take advantage of the mature CompCert compiler. Their GC lacks some of our
optimisations (e.g. they have only three generations), but on the other hand handles mutation in
the GC heap. The largest difference, however, is that we present an integrated graph framework
suitable for reasoning about many graph algorithms, of which our GC is merely the flagship. In
contrast, they focus much more narrowly on the problem of certified GCs.

9 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
In the future we plan to improve the pure reasoning of graphs and similar data structures, with a
particular focus on automation. We have also begun to investigate integrating our techniques into
the HIP/SLEEK toolchain [Chin et al. 2010], which, as compared to VST, provides more automation
at the cost of lower expressivity. We are also interested in investigating better ways to handle the
kinds of undefined behavior upon which real C systems code sometimes relies.

Our main contributions were as follows. We developed a mathematical graph library that was
powerful enough to reason about graph-manipulating algorithms written in real C code. We
connected these mathematical graphs to spatial graphs in the heap via separation logic. We devel-
oped localization blocks to smoothly reason about a local action’s effect on a global context in a
mechanized context, including a robust treatment of modified program variables and existential
quantifiers in postconditions. We demonstrated our techniques on several nontrivial examples,
including union-find and spanning tree. Our flagship example was the verification of the garbage
 collector for the CertiCoq project, during which we found two places in which the C semantics is
too weak to define an OCaml-style GC. We integrated our techniques into the VST toolset.
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